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Several cities are reporting larger numbers of cremations and burials under coronavirus protocols than official tolls.
Non-stop cremations cast doubt on India’s counting of COVID dead
Neither does the airline have a strong domestic network to feed into its flights nor does it have a brand that will make a mark in the United States. Delta, American, United and Air India are part of ...
Vistara non-stop flights to US: The challenges and opportunities for the Tata-SIA airline
The total COVID-19 vaccination across the country inched closer to the 15-crore mark with more than 20 lakh vaccine doses given till 8 pm on Wednesday, the Union health ministry said. The cumulative ...
Total COVID Vaccination Across India Nears 15-cr Mark, Over 20 Lakh Doses Given On Wednesday
India saw a record single-day rise of 3,60,960 coronavirus cases, which pushed the total tally to 1,79,97,267, while the death toll crossed two lakh following 3,293 fresh fatalities, according to ...
India Adds Over 3.60 Lakh Fresh COVID-19 Cases In Single Day
India's coronavirus deaths are likely being underreported, and increasing case counts indicate the surge will keep getting worse.
India is the first country to record 400,000 coronavirus cases in a single day
Air India said that COVID-19 vaccination is expected to commence as early as next week and all employees will be vaccinated by the end of May.
COVID-19: Air India vows to vaccinate all employees by May-end after ultimatum from pilots' union
Experts say that India's statistical machinery has been deliberately weakened over the past few years to protect various governments' false claims and image.
The lapses in India’s Covid-19 data are a result of decades of callousness towards statistics
In a tweet, the Congress leader said Modi govt's 'inaction' to counter Covid is killing many innocent people and pushed to implement the party’s proposed NYAY scheme.
Only way to stop Covid spread now is full lockdown, says Rahul Gandhi
India also recorded 3,645 deaths in a day for the first time, taking the toll to 2,04,832. The number of active cases has crossed the 30-lakh mark. But experts say those ... and organisations have ...
52 journalists died in India due to COVID-19 in last 28 days, 101 in last one year, finds study
Federal Health Minister Greg Hunt will use emergency powers to block all travellers from India from Monday, over concerns that transiting passengers who have been in the COVID-stricken country could ...
India COVID crisis: Emergency powers invoked to block all travellers from India
The advisory said that the need for RTPCR test in healthy people travelling inter-state may be completely removed to reduce the load on laboratories Watch LIVE News, Latest Updates, Live blog, ...
Coronavirus Latest News Updates: Stop RTPCR tests for healthy travellers to reduce stress on labs, says ICMR
Afghanistan expressed its solidarity with India through a heartfelt video amid the battle against COVID-19. Adnan Sami called it 'touching''.
Afghanistan Expresses Solidarity With India Through Video; Adnan Sami Calls It 'touching'
Arrivals from India are set to be cut further or flights suspended altogether by the federal cabinet's national security committee when it meets on Tuesday.
New clampdown on arrivals from India expected
US president and Prince Harry address LA fundraising concert for Covax programme; India reports slight drop in cases and deaths ...
Coronavirus live news: India nears 20m cases; Biden says US is working with world leaders to boost vaccine-sharing
The coronavirus pandemic is escalating in India with half the world's cases and more than one-quarter of the deaths but only 5% of the residents vaccinated and medical resources in short supply.
India's daily cases surge to 50% of world total with 800,000 over two days
Acting Victorian Premier James Merlino says states should be able to set their international passenger intake to any limit they determine they can safely and reasonably manage.
Coronavirus updates as it happened: Victoria supports McGowan’s call to stop people leaving Australia for non-urgent reasons
The federal government finally did the right thing by banning flights from India and Pakistan for 30 days — but only after it had tried everything else. Transport Minister Omar Alghabra said the ...
John Ivison: Ottawa was too slow to suspend flights from India, but it should stop interprovincial flights now
The maximum temperature in parts of Delhi breached the 44 degrees Celsius mark on Wednesday, the highest this season so far, according to the India Meteorological Department data. The Safdarjung ...
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